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A challenging topic: why is trade finance
insurance important for innovation?

• 1. Innovation affects export performance, but also exports foster innovation
both directly and thorugh market-driven effects;

• 2. Export credit insurance generates trade opportunities, thereby affecting
innovation indirectly;

• 3. New trade finance insurance instruments can help foster innovation also
more directly: support to R&D projects, untied financial guarantees;

• 4. Global production unbundling may enhance process and product
innovation and its diffusion to EMs: in this context there is a role for trade
finance insurance.
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Financing is key to  innovation, but firms are 
subject to credit rationing (Arrow, 1962)

• The innovation process is characterized by uncertainty, bound rationality by
agents, industry-specific technologies. These features limit access to
financing;

• Knowledge is an immaterial asset, difficult to evaluate: therefore it is of 
limited use as collateral;

• Asymmetric information (confidentiality)  is an asset for innovation, but
limits financing because financial markets do not have access to fully
disclosed information on R&D.
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Innovation positively affects export performance: 
economic theory

• Neo-classical models (Krugman, 1995, Gandolfo 1998): relative factor
endowements explain trade flows (relative differences in physical capital 
and labor, but also  knowledge and human capital);

• Neo-Schumpeterian models (Ponsner 1961): technology gaps owing to
innovation give rise to temporary monopolies and provide incentives for an
imitation process. Differences in technology are the main factor underlying  
trade flows;

• Product life cycle hypothesis (Vernon, 1966) products developed for
domestic markets are exported to less developed economies when product
cycle maturity is reached. This leads to technology diffusion.
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Empirical evidence

• Strong effect of product and process innovation on export performance, 
both for aggregate and firm-level data;

• For manufacturing firms, significant evidence of a positive causal effect of 
innovation on export in developed and developing countries;

• FDI also has a significant positive effect on innovation: stronger vertical
spillovers (different stages of the value chain), limited horizontal spillovers;

• Firm size, human capital production inputs, knowledge capital and labor
cost are the most important determinants of exports affecting innovation.
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Export performance and innovation: a two-way
relationship

• Technical progress is the most important engine of economic development
in developed economies. (Ebling and Janz, 1999);

• Technical progress is, however, not an exogenous phenomenon, but the 
result of innovation activities of enterprises; 

• Innovations and subsequent investments are a necessary condition for the 
competitiveness of enterprises and export performance; 

• Innovation activities can also be the result of the export orientation of the 
economy. Smith’s orginal idea of international economies of scale.
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Economic theory
• Endogenous growth models (Grossman and Helpman, 1991) opening to

foreign markets enhances profits from (and provides incentives to) 
innovation.

• An innovative plant is one that introduced a new or significantly improved
product (good or service) onto the market and/or implemented a new or 
significantly improved production process (Arrow 1962, Romer, 1986).

• Technical improvements are driven by investment in R&D and result in 
product innovation via horizontal differentiation (product variety) and vertical
differentiation (product quality). 

• Investment in R&D is a precondition for product quality upgrade, a process
stimulated by the need to position on international markets under increasing
pressure from low-cost producers.
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FDI promotes knowledge spillovers

• Technology spillovers both in the destination market and in the investor
country (Markusen 1995; Markusen and Venables, 1998)

• 1. Knowledge spillovers: FDI in innovative clusters to capture intrinsic know-
how (FDI in ITC in the Silicon valley);

• 2. Vertical effect. Outsourcing of low value added task. Focus on higher
value-added functions (R&D, design, financing)  at home boosts
productivity;

• 3. Horizontal FDI. Duplication of tasks in a different market. Higher
efficiency due to enhanced economies of scale.
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Empirical evidence
• For manufacturing firms, significant evidence of a positive causal

relationship from export to innovation, as well as from innovation to exports
(Ebling and Janz, 1999)

• For service-sector companies, stronger effect of innovation on export, less
significant impact of export performance on innovation (higher share of non-
tradeable activities);

• Knowledge-intensive firms in the business service sector that engage in 
innovation are far more likely to be exporters (Statistics Canada, 2003).

• The association between innovation and export orientation holds true even
when accounting for the impact of country of control, size of business, 
industry, knowledge-intensity and the use of intellectual property protection.
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Trade finance insurance: role for innovation

• What is TFI?

• Why is it needed?

• What can it do for innovation?
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Cash-Transaction World

Seller
(Exporter)

Buyer
(Importer)

Payment

Goods/Services

The traditional (international) trade scheme
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Implications for trade

• Most risks are borne by exporters (business and credit risks are 
compound);

• Higher default risks (e.g., large costs for disputes);

• Reduced access to financial sources for exporters/importers and high costs
(because of of high risks to be borne by banks);

• Limits trade and contraints the size of transactions, capital goods trade.
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Impacts on Innovation

• Negative incentives for innovation in advanced economies; 

• Less technology diffusion via imports in EMs;

• Some transactions do not take place (liquidity constraints) indirectly
affecting innovation;

• Limited incentives to exports of capital goods and high-tech products;

• No incentive to develop long-term projects due to credit and political risks;

• Limited support to R&D.
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The need for trade finance

• To avoid liquidity-constraint problems and to ensure that the imported good 
is of the expected quality, the buyer (Importer) purchases on credit from the 
supplier (Exporter);

• Trade Finance is the management of money, banking, credit, investments
and assets for international trade transactions.

• In this market: various players, different instruments
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The main players

Players involved with export credit and investments are
mainly:

• Importers

• Exporters

• Commercial banks

• Multilateral international organizations (e.g., MIGA)

• Export Credit Agencies (ECAs) and private insurers.
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We focus here on trade finance insurance:

• Export credit insurance

• Political risk insurance

• Bonds

Additional trade finance services include: factoring, forfaiting, LC confirmation.
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Trade finance insurance market

• Market size: new guarantees above US$ 1 trillion, about 10% of global
trade. ST market US$ 900 billion; MLT US 125 billion) 3-5% of countries’
capital good exports; PRI (aboput US 40 billion).

• Markeatable risks (Short term OECD) 

– > Private financial sector, private insurance companies, separate arm
of ECAs.

• Non-markeatable risks (MLT, ST EMs)

– > ECAs.
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Rationale for ECA-provided TFI

• Financial markets failure (large size and long tenor of operations, non-
developed markets - risk aversion);

• Higher ability to monitor risks, reduing asymetries on information
(commercial, political risk);

• High recovery rate for indeminities (>70%),  both sovreign (Paris Club, 
bilateral) and non-sovreign;

• Government asset (higher rating) and large scale to support risk
concentration;

• Long-term strategic vision (less pro-cyclical).
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Risks covered

Expropriation or any other 
Government restrictions; 
Currency transfer restrictions; 
Embargo; 
War, civil unrest or natural disasters.

Insolvency of the debtor; 
Debtor/guarantor protracted default; 
Purchaser’s arbitrary repudiation, 
suspension or unilateral termination.

Risk-Generating Events

POLITICAL NATURE COMMERCIAL NATURE

Credit risks: partial or total failure by the debtor to fulfill its payment obligations;
Production risks: inadequate performance of  the commercial contract
Requisition, confiscation or arbitrary behavior by a foreign country; 

Destruction or damaging of goods related to the insured transaction; 

Investment risk a national enterprises faces when it constitutes, holds a stake in or controls 
a foreign enterprise.
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How does TFI support innovation: channels

• 1. Higher access to financing > reduced cost for product innovation

• 2. Lower funding costs > incentives for innovative activities

• 3. Facilitated FDI > spillovers of technology

• 4. Reduced impact for diseconomies of scale > help low-innovation SMEs

• 5. Less disincentives to operate with “large product risks”

• 6. Help support actvities with limited performance track record
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Traditional TFI products: supplier credit
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Traditional  TFI products: buyer’s credit
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Limits of traditional products.
• 1. Emphasis on indirect pro-innovation channels (via exports and imports), 

limited direct support to innovation development;

• 2. Focus on “Made in” concept (national content) vs. “Made by”;

• 3. No support of strategic imports (“Made for” in R&D, energy, 
infrastructure, ITC);

• 4. High cost for SMEs;

• 5. Tied to exports (how to finance pure research activities? re-exports?);

• 6. High cost and low flexibility relative to alternative financial instruments
(e.g., derivatives, securitization, collateralized loans).
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Product innovation

Products for banks

Products for companies

Financial products

Buyer credit insurance 
Bonds
Confirmation of documentary credits
Credoc On Line Insurance products

Supplier Credit Insurance
Political Risk Insurance
Civil Works Insurance 

Working Capital Facilities
Credit Enhancement
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Political risk insurance

National 
Company

Newco or Foreign 
Company

(Recipient)

Equity 
Contribution/financing

ECA

Insurance

Premium

Risk covered (political)
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Credit enhancement
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Credit enhancement

To be eligible for a guarantee: 

the loan has to be tied to a specific internationalization activity:

1. Investments in foreign countries (JVs, acquisitions, partnerships, etc.)
2. Acquisition of assets (machinery, equipment, licenses, etc.) or investments in 

R&D to boost the international competitiveness of the Italian firm  
3. Marketing or distribution activities in foreign markets
4. Any other investment or operating cost which is directly or indirectly connected to 

the ability of the company to compete in a globalized economy and increase 
market shares in foreign markets

The beneficiary company:
1. Should have an export turnover which represent at least 20% of total turnover
2. Should have an acceptable credit rating
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Working Capital Facility

ECA
(SACE)

Loan guarantee

Premium

Seller
(Exporter)

Buyer
(Importer)

Bank

Financing of 
working capital

Goods/Services

Phase 1

Phase 2
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How can these new instruments help innovation?

• 1. Focus on direct support for innovation activities;

• 2. Inward and outward FDI spillovers (PRI policy);

• Reduced cost of funds for large high-tech projects;

• Covering outsourcing of non strategic tasks( PRI/ financial guarantees to
retain design and R&D functions in the HQ);

• Cover for import operations in strategic innovation sectors (financial sector, 
R&D, ITC)
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Is it enough in a speeding world?

• Trade globalization changing rapidly;

• Financial innovation;

• Increasing role of capital markets for insurance and re-insurance;

• Change in the pattern and nature of risks.

Welcome Welcome toto the “the “GreatGreat UnbundlingUnbundling” world (” world (BaldwinBaldwin, 2006), 2006)
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Spreading the value chain across countries

Italian
company

Italian/foreign
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Other
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Conclusion

• Export supports innovation through the search for higher quality and more 
efficient processes;

• Insurance helps reduce trade costs and allows firms to focus on business-
specific activities (including  by freeing resources for R&D and product
quality upgrade);

• ECA traditional products support trade in capital goods (market-driven
indirect impact on innovation);

• New products help move away from “Made in” concept and cover untied
financing (more direct impact on innovation);

• Changes in global production call for continuous financial innovation.
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Piazza Poli, 37/42
00187 Roma
tel.:  +39 06 6736 329       
fax:  +39 06 6736 708

www.sace.it

Thanks for your attention

This presentation has been prepared solely for information purposes and should not be used or considered as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an 
offer to buy any insurance/financial instrument mentioned in it.

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable or has been prepared on the basis of a number of 
assumptions which may prove to be incorrect and, accordingly, SACE does not represent or warrant that the information is accurate and complete. 


